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Abstract. One of the main challenges in the field of educational games is the automatic and implicit users’ game experience identification. To face this challenge, we present an exploratory study by using a data-driven based approach for collecting and identifying this experience. We used two different data-mining techniques aiming to associate the user’s data logs from an educational game with their game-like experience. Our main results indicate that it is possible to extract the automatic and implicit acquisition of the student’s game experience in educational games and demonstrate how user’s data logs drive their experiences. We also provided different associations between user data logs in educational games and the student’s game experience.

1. Introduction

One of the most important challenges on game design (specially when designing educational games) is to identify the student’s game experience in order to evaluate the game and provide a better design solution for the gamer [Petri and von Wangenheim 2016]. According to [Petri and von Wangenheim 2016], currently, this evaluation is conducted using questionnaires and/or surveys by asking the respondents about their experience in the game. Although it is widely used approach, it is considered intrusive and directly influence the player experience, affecting their immersion in the game. This also may cause stress or other kind of discomfort, leading they to respond differently from their actual experience [Spector 1994]. Another issue is the complexity of data analysis and the fact that in some cases is unfeasible to apply some types of questionnaires on a large scale (with a large number of users) [Wood et al. 2004].

Thus, a possible and emerging solution is the automatic identification and prediction of the players’ experience (i.e., player modelling) based on the system data logs, which are generated during their interactions within the system [Hooshyar et al. 2017, Oliveira et al. 2019]. In other words, the idea of taking advantage of user data logs in the game and use artificial intelligence (AI) techniques to uncover behavior patterns associated with the players experience as well as predict the players’ experience based on their behavior (data log) [Charleer et al. 2018, Santos and Isotani 2018].

Based on the exposed, this study explore a data-driven based approach to associate the students’ data log in an educational game with their experience in the game obtained through a game user experience survey. We conducted two studies using two different data mining techniques. The main results indicate that it is possible to relate different
students’ data log with their experience in the game. Following, this paper presents a background of game experience, player modeling, as well as related works in the Section 2. Then, the Section 3 describes the study’s experiment, followed by the Section 4 that presents and discusses the experiment’s findings. Thereafter, the Sections 5 discusses threats to the experiment validity and the Section 6 draws concluding remarks.

2. Background

2.1. Game Experience

Game experience is a complex aspect that has been analyzed through different methods [Zammitto 2009]. In addition to the natural difficult of measuring players’ psychological concepts, evaluating game experience is hard because player experience is often related to various factors [Mekler et al. 2014]. Especially in educational games, researchers usually concern education-related aspects, such as learning gains or flow state (e.g., [Rodrigues et al. 2017, Santos et al. 2017]), not focusing on the game experience itself [Eckardt and Robra-Bissantz 2018]. This is harmful to the student, since the technology is unable to provide positive experiences, players are unlikely to interact with it [Bauckhage et al. 2012]. Thereby, the importance of delivering both educational and general purpose games that provide players with positive game experiences.

2.2. Player Modelling

Research on computational models of players in a game (i.e. player modeling), aims at understanding how the player-game interaction is experienced [Yannakakis et al. 2013]. This understanding might be achieved through theory or data-driven approaches, wherein the former mostly relies on specialist knowledge for model development and the latter is mostly based on game data and players feedback to derive models [Yannakakis and Togelius 2011]. Despite theory-driven methods have shown their worth, relying on the developer’s knowledge limits its effectiveness, whilst data-driven approaches are promising techniques which have the potential to tackle that limitation of the former [Hooshyar et al. 2018].

Furthermore, data-driven player modeling methods have shown benefits for educational games, as discussed in [Hooshyar et al. 2017], which found that (i) most studies modeled players in-game behavior and (ii) the most used techniques are supervised and unsupervised learning. For games in general, the findings were similar [Hooshyar et al. 2018].

2.3. Related Works

Given the relevance of providing positive experiences for players, studies have explored player modeling as a means to automatically identify their game experience at playing time. In their seminal paper, [Pedersen et al. 2010] used players’ self-reports to model their experiences in terms of fun, challenge, frustration, predictability, anxiety, and boredom. Following that study, many other were conducted in a similar fashion, such as [Shaker et al. 2010] and [Xu et al. 2016], which modeled players’ fun, challenge, and frustration in two general-purpose games. Despite the valuable contribution of those studies, three limitations must be highlighted. First, the studies measure player experience via preference, e.g. version A was more fun than version B. Consequently, their player model
is unable to indicate the extent of the experience (e.g., moderate or fair). Second, the developed models do not consider that game changes will affect players’ experience. Third, players’ experience is captured after interacting with few levels (e.g., four), which might be problematic because of the novelty effect.

This study tackles the aforementioned limitations by (i) measuring players’ experience via ratings, which allows the model to predict the extent of players’ game experience, (ii) relying on log data which considers players’ behavior over time, which will change the model’s outputs accordingly to their in-game behavior, and (iii) capturing players’ feedback after 30 minutes of gameplay. Furthermore, most data-driven player modeling approaches applied in educational games focused on behavior and movement rather than their experiences (e.g., emotional affects/aspects) [Hooshyar et al. 2017]. Unlike this trend, [Lara et al. 2018] developed a model able to predict players’ experience in terms of emotions (e.g., happy, frustrated, excited, bored). However, their approach requires players to speak in order to predict their experiences. In this study, only data log are used as the model’s input, which that requirement (speaking). Additionally, this study relies on interpretable algorithms for model development, providing insights into what/how players’ in-game behavior drive their experiences, which is another contribution compared to the other studies.

3. Method

Our study is characterized as an exploratory study using a data-driving approach, comparing different student’s data logs generated during the use of an educational game, with the experience of the players in the game.

3.1. Participants

Initially, our participants were 178 Brazilian elementary school students and after the data treatment, we conducted our study with 162 students (94 male and 28 female), with a mean age of 14 years. Thus, the study is in according with different criteria for an adequate sample size. According to [Bentler and Chou 1987] there must be a minimum ratio of 5 respondents per 1 construct in the model and [Loehlin 1998] suggests that at least 100 participants are required for a complete sample size.

3.2. Materials

In order to obtain the student’s data logs with their game experience, we used the game SpaceMath [Rodrigues and Brancher 2018, Rodrigues and Brancher 2019]. It was chosen by convenience because access to in game data log were granted by the game developer. The game aims to help students to practice basic Mathematical equations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) by repeating mathematical operations. After starting the game, the student can move their avatar through the space and teleport blocks that hide the numbers that solve an equation that appears at the top of the screen. The student must identify the numbers in the correct order to trigger the next phase, as presented in the Figure 1.

To obtain the students data logs, it was implemented in the game a module to get different students’ interaction. The module was capable to obtain the following data: $mean_{playerwon}$ = the number of level won divided by the number of
played levels; $mean\_timespent$ = the average time (seconds) spend per level; $mean\_score$ = the average score per level; $mean\_summedscore$ = the average summed score per level; $max\_summedscore$ = the highest score achieved; $mean\_winsstreak$ = the average win-streak; $max\_winsstreak$ = the highest win-streak achieved; $max\_totalplayed$ = the total levels played; $mean\_shotsfired$ = the average of shots fired per level; $mean\_enemiesTeleported$ = the average of enemies (aliens) teleported per level; $mean\_boxesTeleported$ = the average of boxes teleported per level; $mean\_shotsAvailable$ = the average of shots available per level; $sd\_player$ = the standard deviation of the win/loss ratio; $med\_player$ = the median of the win/loss ratio; $var\_player$ = the variance of the win/loss ratio.

To collect the students’ game experience, we used “The Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ)” proposed and validated by [IJsselsteijn et al. 2013]. The GEQ is composed of 14 non-invasive questions related to the user game experience (e.g., “I forgot everything around me”) organized in a five-point Likert-Scale [Likert 1932] (not at all, slightly, moderately, fairly, or extremely). The original questionnaire was made in English, so we validated it to Brazilian Portuguese to use it in our context. The validation followed the one proposed in [Borges et al. 2017], where: (a) we translated the text and verified through specialists and native speakers; (b) then we applied the Cronbach’s alpha test for reliability and consistency; (c) finally, we measured the adequacy of our sampling and applied the Bartlett’s test to verify the homogeneity of our variances.

The results indicated that the used questionnaire has a reasonable internal consistence (Cronbach’s $\alpha= 0.759$) and using the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) [Dziuban and Shirkey 1974] test to measure our sample adequacy we identified that our data was adequate with a KMO = 0.830. Our Bartlett’s test scored a K-squared of 70,629 ($p\text{-value} = 6.15e-10$) with a p-value greater than 0.05. Thus, the questionnaire used in this experiment may be considered adequate for the studies presented in this paper, as well as for the conduction of new studies. The complete analysis (including the used scripts) can found in the following link: http://twixar.me/f511

---

1Analysis were made using R and psych package
3.3. Procedure

The study procedure was organized in two general steps: (i) data processing; and (ii) data mining. In the first step, we removed data logs from the students that do not answer the GEQ or with incomplete answers. We also removed data from students who played the game for less than 30 minutes (remaining with data of 162 students). We also calculated the “five number summary” (the minimum value, the first quartile, the median, the third quartile, and the maximum value of a set of numbers (data)) [Hoaglin et al. 2000] and the mean, median, variance, and standard deviation of each available variable.

In the second step, we performed two different data mining techniques in order to relate the log data provided by the game to the students’ experience provided by the GEQ. First, we used decision tree (DT), that is a non-parametric supervised learning method used for classification and regression, because it yields interpretable classifiers (i.e., why a player’s game experience was fair) [Huang et al. 2011]. We used the algorithm J48 that is an open source Java implementation of the C4.5 algorithm [Kaur and Chhabra 2014], which is one of the most widely used decision trees algorithm, because its capacity to perform well in terms of accuracy regardless of the dataset [Kaur 2018]. Second, we used Association Rule Mining (ARM) to identify if-then additional patterns, if not found by DT, and to check whether those corroborate. Here, we transformed the numerical data referring to the data log obtained into nominal values based on its “five number summary” and used the criteria support and confidence to identify the most important relationships. We used the Apriori algorithm that is one of the most popular to find frequent itemsets from a transaction data set and derive association rules [Wu et al. 2008].

4. Results and Discussions

This sections presents and discusses this paper’s experiment’s results. First, the section introduces the statistical distribution of the log data that collected. Thereafter, the results of modeling players’ game experience through both decision trees and association rules are shown. Table 1 demonstrates the five number summary of the log data from players included in this study’s experiment. It shows the minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and the maximum value for each of log data type.

First, based on the data log, we constructed a Decision Tree (Figure 2) to predict whether the players’ game experience was not at all, slight, moderate, fair, or extremely. As shown in Figure 2, only four out of the 15 attributes were relevant for the tree. The four selected attributes are related to the player’s performance, which represents the players’ median and SD of win/loss ratio, and the average of both score per level as well as summed score per levels. Hence, in order to predict a player’s game experience, given an input set (log data), one must read the decision tree in a top-down fashion, comparing each attribute (e.g., med_player) to the threshold presented below each node to determine whether the flow should go to the right or to the left. This process must be repeated until reaching a leaf node, which indicates the game experience. For instance, a player with median and SD of win/loss ratio of 5 and 1, respectively, would go down to the left most leaf, which indicates this player’s game experience was fair.

In terms of performance, the decision tree was validated through a 10-folds cross-validation process, which yielded an average accuracy of 0.796 and a average kappa...
Table 1. Five number summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>min</th>
<th>1st qrt</th>
<th>med</th>
<th>3rd qrt</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean_playerwon</td>
<td>0.000762</td>
<td>0.000865</td>
<td>0.000886</td>
<td>0.000915</td>
<td>0.000980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean_timespent</td>
<td>0.012288</td>
<td>0.022392</td>
<td>0.027160</td>
<td>0.031368</td>
<td>0.052059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean_score</td>
<td>0.041647</td>
<td>0.053162</td>
<td>0.054885</td>
<td>0.056799</td>
<td>0.0561793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean_summedscore</td>
<td>0.111765</td>
<td>0.218521</td>
<td>0.287289</td>
<td>0.330744</td>
<td>0.0756857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_summedscore</td>
<td>0.268000</td>
<td>0.591500</td>
<td>0.748352</td>
<td>0.855250</td>
<td>1.539000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean_winsstreak</td>
<td>0.001932</td>
<td>0.003384</td>
<td>0.004524</td>
<td>0.005288</td>
<td>0.012571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_winsstreak</td>
<td>0.005000</td>
<td>0.010000</td>
<td>0.012537</td>
<td>0.015000</td>
<td>0.002800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_totalplayed</td>
<td>0.033000</td>
<td>0.056000</td>
<td>0.068821</td>
<td>0.078000</td>
<td>0.014500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean_shotsfired</td>
<td>0.003700</td>
<td>0.007928</td>
<td>0.010137</td>
<td>0.011740</td>
<td>0.0029347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean_enemiesTeleported</td>
<td>0.000016</td>
<td>0.000560</td>
<td>0.001258</td>
<td>0.001608</td>
<td>0.0006870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean_boxesTeleported</td>
<td>0.002017</td>
<td>0.005630</td>
<td>0.007687</td>
<td>0.009279</td>
<td>0.0021449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean_shotsAvailable</td>
<td>0.009849</td>
<td>0.019243</td>
<td>0.024456</td>
<td>0.028327</td>
<td>0.0053119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd_player</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.001041</td>
<td>0.001264</td>
<td>0.001517</td>
<td>0.0001940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>med_player</td>
<td>0.000100</td>
<td>0.002500</td>
<td>0.003160</td>
<td>0.004000</td>
<td>0.0005000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>var_player</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.001084</td>
<td>0.001731</td>
<td>0.002302</td>
<td>0.0003764</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: min: minimum value; 1st qrt: first quartile; med: median; 3rd qrt: third quartile; max: maximum value.

coefficient ($\kappa$) of 0.649. Therefore, considering recommendations for $\kappa$ interpretation [Viera et al. 2005], we can conclude that the developed tree achieved a fair agreement ($\kappa$ between 0.6 and 0.8) to the ground truth, based on the validation process. Thus, the contribution of those findings are twofold. One is that the decision three might be used to assess game experience in real time, providing a fair performance when predicting the extent of players’ experience, and has the potential to aid on the process of game adaptation/automatic content generation. The other is that the decision three’s structure allows the interpretability of which game factors influence game experience, as well as it demonstrates how each of those affect players (e.g., large variation on win/loss ratio is determinant in whether player’ experience will be extreme or fair).

![Decision Tree](image)

**Figure 2. Decision Tree**

Second, for the association from data log to game experience, we used only rules with confidence level greater than or equal to 90%. Although the algorithm was capable
of identify 2011 different rules, only three of these were related to the game experience class, i.e. game experience level such as extremely or fairly is at after the then part of the rules. This shows that there are multiple data log that are related to each other, despite few of these data are related to game experience with a high degree of confidence. This corroborates with the decision tree previously found, which reduced the initial 15 attributes to just 4. Nevertheless, the three rules which related to some extent of game experience are following described.

- **If** \(sd\_player = \text{very high}\) and \(med\_player = \text{very high}\) then game experience = fairly (confidence: 1; lift: 2.13; lev: 0.07): This rule is supported by the fact that all 21 players with very high SD and median of win/loss ratio had fairly game experiences. That is, those that win way more than lose but with a very high deviance reported fair game experiences.

- **If** \(med\_player = \text{very high}\) and \(var\_player = \text{very high}\) then game experience = fairly (confidence: 1; lift: 2.13; lev: 0.07): This rule is supported by the fact that the 21 players with a very high median and variance of win/loss ratio had fairly game experiences. That is, those that win way more than lose but with a highly variant performance in this aspect reported fairly game experiences.

- **If** \(sd\_player = \text{very high}\) and \(med\_player = \text{very high}\) and \(var\_player = \text{very high}\) then game experience = fairly (confidence: 1; lift: 2.13; lev: 0.07): This rule reflects the other two in conjunction, demonstrating that players with very high SD, variance, and median of win/loss ratio reported fairly experiences.

Analyzing the association rules reinforced the indication that players’ performance was the key factor to determine their reported game experiences. Furthermore, only those rules in which a game experience class was at the then side was presented above. However, there are other rules that involve these classes at the if side, with a confidence level of at least 90% as well. For instance, those rules suggested that players who reported moderated game experiences teleporting very little boxes to outside the level and played few levels. Players that teleport few boxes might be those that are conservative, teleporting just the necessary amount of boxes, at the same time might be those who faced difficulties to play. This is in line with those who played few levels and, probably, did not take the the time necessary to learn the game and to start to yield good performances.

Moreover, those who had poor performances (low and very low) in terms of, e.g. win/loss ratio, average score per level, summed score per level, and the highest win-streak achieved, also reported moderate experiences. This suggests the hypothesis that facing difficulties while playing, on the basis of the aforementioned metrics, might be a factor that leads players to report moderate game experiences. Thus, the association rules analysis provided insights into possible in-game behaviors that can lead players to (just) experience moderated game experiences. Thereby, these concerns are of value to designers/developers to take into account in their games’ development or in the design of game adaptation mechanisms based on player behavior.

### 5. Threats to Validity

For this study, limitations such as the sample size, the lack of players’ characteristics as inputs (e.g., age and genre), and the non-probabilistic sampling method are the main factors that hamper the generalization of our findings, threatening our experiment external...2
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2Available at: [http://twixar.me/f511](http://twixar.me/f511) (in the file “best rules”)
validity [Wohlin et al. 2012]. These limitations were remedied acknowledging that our findings are specific to our sample and that further research is yet necessary. Apart from those, there also are few threats to our study’s internal validity because it involves subjects playing a game and then completing a questionnaire [Wohlin et al. 2012]. During the process, players could get tired, provided biased answers because they were aware to be participating in a research, beside being affected by external factors. Although those are hard to mitigate, player could stop playing the game, e.g. if they got tired, at any time. Also, the selected questionnaire is a validated, widely used instrument. In addition, the adopted version (in-game) was especially developed to situations as the one of this experiment. Lastly, despite aware of being participating in a research, players had privacy to complete the questionnaire without any pressure and could provide anonymous answers because their nickname did not have to reflect their real name. Nevertheless, there are threats to this study’s validity, which were mostly remedied and, therefore, we argue to be insufficient to invalidate our experiment’s findings.

6. Concluding Remarks

Based on the recent big challenge of providing automatic user students’ experience in educational games, we proposed a data-driven based approach associating the student’s’ data logs and their game experience. We identified a different association between the data logs and the students’ game experience that can be used to automatically identify the students game experience in real time. As a future study, we aim to implement an open source module to identify the real-time user experience in educational games, capable to be plugged in different kind of educational games.
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